
 
 

  

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES – Tuesday 9th July 2019 
  

Venue: Gateshead Leisure Centre, Room 1 

Date: Tuesday 9th July 2019 

Time:  5.30pm 

Present: Martin Connelly – Chairman 
Jill Barrett – Club Secretary 
Jason Douglas – Club Treasurer 
Michael Edwards – Club Operations 
Paul Armstrong – Performance Lead Coach 
Jeannette Speight – Competition Secretary 
Alison Finlay – Website Manager/Performance Group 2 Rep 
Carl Barrett– Website Manager/Performance Group 1 Rep 
Gavin Goulden – Potential Group 2 Rep 
Janet Robinson – Competitive Development Rep 
Leighanne Langan – Finance Officer 

  
 

Apologies:  Monica Clark, Neil Campbell, Janice Dodds, Matthew Grant, Louise Patrick, Gillian 
Lawson 

 1 Introduction - MC 
MC opened the meeting at 5:30pm.  Welcomed attendees.  2018 minutes confirmed and 
accepted. 
 

2 Chairman’s Review – Martin Connelly 
MC stated this time last year he was talking about trying to create a bit of stability after 
we lost our last chairperson and treasurer. Then remembered that nothing is static for 
long in this swimming club.  After our last AGM we were sorry to lose our head coach in 
Ken Nesworthy and had to spend the summer restructuring our coaching set-up and our 
squad structure.  
 
Paul Armstrong and Sue Thorpe took over the leadership of the coaching team and we 
welcomed Ross Bradley Back into our club. 
 
Then we lost our Operations Manager in Emrys and the ability to carry out all of the tasks 
that Emrys did for us. Michael Edwards replaced Emrys as new Operations Manager taking 
on the majority of his tasks and sharing some of the other tasks with others. 
 
Similar to last year, as ever we tried to keep a stable base for our swimmers while trying 
to introduce positive new things. 
 
MC confirmed that reports would also be given from: 
• Paul, to provide a coaching summary 
• Jason, to summarise our finances 
• Michael on Operations 
 
MC listed some of the highlights from the year: 
 
 



 
 

  

TEAM 
The club only runs and survives with the input of its team of volunteers and parents. 
MC thanked all of the people on the committee and the coaches who work to keep the 
club running.  
MC stated that he tries not to get too involved in managing or too involved in poolside 
detail and feels since the restructures hasn’t needed to which is a good indication that 
things are ticking along. MC commented that the year hasn’t been without its problems 
and issues, we aren’t perfect, but everyone is doing their best and thanked the team 
again. 
 
FINANCE 
MC confirmed that JD would brief us on the money side and some of the challenges that 
face us in 2019 - 2020.  
For MC the main progress made during the last year is in maintaining our levels of income 
so that we didn’t have to raise our squad fees. We need to keep our club as accessible as 
possible in the face of increasing costs. Pool hire prices have gone up again! 
 
One of the main steps we took was in introducing a new Academy squad at each pool. 
This ensures that we get a regular stream of new swimmers in from the council lessons. 
Our other main income stream is through our galas. Lots of people contribute their time 
to the arrangement of galas, MC thanked Jill and Jeannette for their input to these galas 
and for handling all of the feedback and issues that arise with these big events. 
 
HEAD COACHES 
MC stated that Paul and Sue have managed quite a volatile period in terms of coaching 
staff and interacting with an ever changing committee and congratulated them. Hopefully 
2019 – 2020 will be more stable. 

3 Head Coaches Reports – Paul Armstrong/Sue Thorpe 
PA runs the performance squads and is assisted by Ross Bradley.  He also looks after the 
Academy squads and helps support Joan Edwards in competitive Development.  While Sue 
Thorpe runs the potential squads. 
 
PA confirmed that this year he has been working to 4 Mesocycles which are 4 distinctive 
training periods, we used to work to 3 but have changed it to give swimmers preparing for 
GCSE’s the opportunity to gain National places at the beginning of the window so aiming 
to peak at the end of March. 
 
4 Mesocycles 

• 1. Short Course September-December Scottish Nationals 

• 2. Early Nationals Jan-March 

• 3. North East Regional Long Course April-May 

• 4. Long Course Nationals June-August 

 

Performance target 2018-19 

• To better 2017-18 season in terms of qualifiers / finalists / medal tallies 

• Difficulties... movement out of the sport or to other clubs of previous national 

swimmers at the beginning or midway through the season 



 
 

  

 

2018 Summer Nationals Review: 

• 3 qualifiers for British/total of 7 qualifiers across the 2 weeks (6 made finals) 

• 10 finals over the two weeks for Ryan Zhao, Adam Barrett, Adam Strickland, Zoe 

Price, Sarah March, Sarah Wright 

• 2 Swim England medals, silver Ryan Zhao for 400 freestyle, bronze Sarah Wright 

50m backstroke. 1 British Gold medal and British Champion, Ryan Zhao 100m 

backstroke 

• 2018 was the most successful Nationals ever for the club 

• 2019 would be a massive task to overhaul achievements after 4 of the finalists 

(including British Champion) left the club either at the beginning or mid-way 

through the season 

 

Meso 1 (Short Course season Sep-Dec 2019) 

• 3 swimmers (up from 1 the previous year) Ryan Zhao, Zoe Price, Ellie Houghton 

selected to represent the county in national relay event 

• North East Region Short Course champs: 1st senior medal for the club in the form 

of Zoe Price’s silver 50 breaststroke, in total including age groups, the team 

amassed 17 medals over the weekend 

• Scottish Short Course Nationals: The target meet of the cycle witnessed a record 8 

qualifiers, great performances, a multitude of club record performances, and 2 

senior B finals achieved by Zoe Price in the 50m and 100m breaststroke 

 

Mesocycle 2 

• Fairly quiet county championships for the seniors due to the timing of the meet in 

the cycle.  Zoe Price again flying the medal winning flag.  However we had a 

strong set of age group results.  In total the team amassed 40 medals including 16 

golds, finishing 4th in the Age group standings and 5th overall club.  In the team 

event, the senior girls excelled taking both 4x100m relay titles - teams with an 

average age of just 15yrs with GAW picking up 3 golds, 4 silvers, and 3 bronze 

medals.  We didn’t enter as many relays this year due to the cost incurred to the 

club - £10 per relay. 

• The mesocycle finished with 2 target meets, one at Sunderland and the other at 

Sheffield where national qualifying times were secured by 4 swimmers. 

• During this period, 3 of our age group swimmers, Summer and Natalia Langan and 

George Lavery were selected to attend County training camps 

• Throughout the year, selected swimmers (top 10 North East Regional) have been 

invited to train at Sunderland with the Tyne and Wear HUB for which PA is the 

lead coach.  Tyne and Wear HUB is where 5 clubs come together to train – PA is 

considering stepping down from this next year 

 

 



 
 

  

Mesocycle 3 

• This was a shortened regional cycle, competing at East District Scottish Champs, 

North East Regional Open and North East Regional Age Group 

• Scottish East District meet, following on from swimmers making finals in 2018, the 

team took away 6 medals through 3 swimmers with Zoe Price taking titles in the 

50m and 100m breaststroke events 

• North East Region Open - individual finals for Zoe Price x 2 and Alex McGill with 

the junior medley team of Alex McGill, Elif Celikay, Ellie Houghton and Charlotte 

Grant finishing 5th.  Zoe Price silver (1st senior Long Course regional medal.)  Alex 

McGill qualifying for 3 further national swims, Zoe solidifying place at British with 

an improved time 

• Massive Success at North East Region Age Group. Improving on the 15 medals in 

2018, achieved 22 medals including 11 golds. With North East Region champs Ellie 

Houghton, Anna Finlay, Naomi Parker and Daniel Barrett.  Fantastic result 

considering this was Ross Bradley’s first time coaching at North East Regional 

level, big part of our success was because of Ross’s energy. In the Open water 

regional comp Max Murray took home a silver medal, qualifying for open water 

nationals in the process 

• Anna Finlay and Daniel Barrett have been selected for North East Regional talent 

camps 

 

National Qualifiers + Meso 4 

• Number of British qualifiers increased from 3 to 4 with Zoe Price, Ellie Houghton, 

Naomi Parker and Alex McGill 

• Joined by Anna Finlay and Sarah Wright qualifying for Swim England nationals 

• Max Murray Open Water Nationals 

• Expecting great success and life time best performances.  Training is going to plan 

at the moment 

 

Junior Groups 

• Going from strength to strength.  Ross Bradley brought back in last September 

due to popular demand, he has injected new life into lower squads, particularly 

his Performance Group 1 squad. The up turn in medal performances is due in 

large part to his energy and drive. Joan Edwards is also doing an excellent job with 

Comp Development with a skill based programme 

• The Junior league team (thanks in part to new academy philosophy) under the 

stewardship of Ross Bradley is back on track and will be competing for honours 

come the final in September.  PA believes we can win Junior League this year! 

• Academies stripped back to learning important skills and how to swim strokes in 

the GAW way.  We want everyone to swim with the same identity 

 

 



 
 

  

• Finally we have 5 more academy sessions up and running.  There’s been a few 

teething problems regarding organisation and squad reps but all on line now 

(around 40 extra GAW memberships) and 3 new DIDDY swimmers already.  

Assessment criteria and a structure of work to be developed during the summer 

and new format to be formulated so that all academies are of a similar ability and 

working to the same plan, producing quality swimmers for development in latter 

squads.  PA confirmed that he prepares the sessions for all academies which he 

sends on to the various coaches to deliver which mainly focus on starts, turns and 

finishes.  All academy swimmers will need to be signed off by PA, none of them 

will be competing until he feels they are ready 

 

Masters 

• Joan Edwards holds 6 European titles and 3 European medals. British Masters 

champ in numerous events.  Flying the flag for GAW on a European stage, 

Matthew Grant also competing at a high standard, short course nationals last year 

and Yorkshire masters 

• Joan picked up the Prestigious Northumberland & Durham swimmer of the year 

2018 and is an inspiration to everyone.  Last won it in 1976! 

 

Strength & Conditioning Coach 

• A big welcome to David who is working with the Performance Group, taking the 

club to a new level.  Kids are really enjoying his sessions 

• Pool time is now totalling 17 hours for Performance Group 2, getting closer to 

where it should be for a performance squad 

 

Thank you 

• Coaches Kieran and Tom have left the club this year, Kieran to work in the police 

force and Tom is now at Aqua Force, closer to his home 

• A massive thank you to Coach Ken who is now doing wonderful things with the 

Sunderland youngsters – still doing diddy league! 

• PA thanked the executive committee, Martin and Jill for their support, Jason for 

paying him!  They are volunteers but put in an awful lot of work behind the 

scenes 

• Thanks to all the parents and squad reps too for supporting their kids the correct 

way.  Supporting, cheering, commiserating and allowing the coaches to do their 

job 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  

PA concluded by confirming his excitement for Nationals and looking forward to next 

season. 

PA invited questions: 

Janet Robinson asked if we could have a document on the website describing N&D, NER 

and National competitions and what they are aiming for.  PA agreed that would be a good 

idea and agreed to take as an action point. 

Nicola Jones asked how can our children get into the Junior League Team and suggested 

that if they do not make the team if they could be given feedback. While we do like to 

give as many children as possible a chance to swim we still need to remain competitive, 

what should be a positive experience could turn into a negative experience if the 

swimmer isn’t ready.  We did try to get a second team a couple of years ago but were told 

it wasn’t permitted.  Gillian Reid stated that at the last round younger boys were 

swimming up an age level when there were unselected boys available in that age 

category.  While PA does not select the team he is confident that Ross selected the best 

team and unfortunately that sometimes involves making harsh decisions, we are going 

into the final in lane 5 so there was no guarantee we would make it if he hadn’t. Janet 

Robinson stated that because we are selling the Thursday evening session as a ‘diddy 

practice’ this could have confused kids.  PA stated that the Thursday evening sessions 

have been skilled based sessions available for Junior League age swimmers but this does 

not guarantee a place in the team.  The extra session has to be a positive thing.  We will 

be doing a Junior League final time trial, no one is guaranteed their place. PA stated that 

at N&D teams younger children were selected if they were faster. 

Gillian Reid asked if times from development meets could be published on the website so 

parents can see their progression.  PA agreed while he would consider it, it is not 

something he is keen on as swimmers are working on skills not times and success is not 

always measured by a stopwatch.  PA confirmed that all the new academy swimmers will 

be following the same syllabus based on British swimming and they will be assessed on 

this. 

Lynn Templeman asked if swimmers could be given feedback regarding disqualifications 

at galas.  Nicola Jones said her daughter has been disqualified 3 times for the same stroke 

but she doesn’t know why.  PA explained that the disqualifications codes are no longer 

published but are available from the lead referee. It was agreed that this something that 

the poolside helper can request if the coach is unsure of the reason.   

Lynn Templeman asked if we are planning on replacing Kieran as she was concerned there 

wouldn’t be sufficient cover over the summer. It was confirmed that we have just 

published a summer training schedule which is about to be posted online. It was 

confirmed that whilst replacing Kieran had been discussed it is not something we are 

looking at currently.  Sue has agreed that she would like to coach both squads initially and 

is keen to see how it goes.  Because some of her sessions are staggered she feels able to 

cope with this. 



 
 

  

Christine Skeoch asked if there will be some kind of ‘tick box’ exercise to see where kids 

are at so parents know how to help their children outside of training sessions.  PA said 

squad movements are based on various components; skill set, if they are able to take 

instruction etc… Christine is concerned that swimmers could slip over to potential from 

Competitive Development based on their age.  PA confirmed that he does not see it as a 

slip over and that Potential squads are more suited to some swimmers, possibly because 

of the number of sessions they want to attend.  Swimmers will go where they are most 

likely to thrive.  He has had some of his swimmers join potential because it suited them 

better, likewise some potential swimmers have been asked to join performance but have 

declined. 

Lynn Templeman asked if we could have swimmer of the month award.  PA confirmed this 

is something we used to have in the past and often caused controversy so is reluctant to 

reintroduce. 

2018/19 Potential Coaches Report  

PA delivered ST report in her absence; 

ST would like to thank swimmers/parents and guardians for their support during this last 

season; through attending training sessions/Galas and squad meetings.  

The squad has gone through quite a year. ST thanked the assistance from both Tom 

Maddison and Kieran Peart; who have since moved on wished them well for the future.  

Overall the squad has increased the number of swimmers qualifying for Northumberland 

& Durham/North East Regional, and assisted a swimmer to Nationals.  

With this improvement ST is excited to see where the next seasons, progress goes.  She 

recognised there will be a need for restructure within the squad of which details will be 

discussed soon; as also discussed at her last parent meeting. 

ST also leads with our academies in Birtley and Gateshead Leisure Centre.  Gateshead 

started in May and currently has 5 members, who are all doing well.  Birtley has just 

started this month so currently only has one member.  ST has spoken to the Go 

Gateshead Teaching staff, whom assure her that others will follow soon.  

ST stated her gratitude and is looking for to 2019/20 season. 

 

4 Operation Update (Michael Edwards) 

• ME confirmed he is new in post this year 

• Swim Mark – status confirmed in October 2018 – Health Check in 2019, already 

started that process! 

• ME Liaises with Swim England North East – conduit for information received on a 

local, Regional, National basis and passes on for any necessary circulation 

• ME also stated that communication goes both ways and is happy to contact Swim 

England North East at any time as they are good resource for information and 

support should we need it 



 
 

  

• ME is the club representative at the Tyne & Wear Swim Club Network meeting 

every 2 months, where he liaises with other clubs and Swim England North East 

• ME reminded everyone of the Go Gateshead Corporate Membership – available 

to those with a direct connection to the club – link on the website 

• ME Also reminded everyone of Go Gateshead Athlete Support Scheme which 

there is a link on our website 

• ME confirmed he will be responsible for Risk Assessments within the club and is 

happy to introduce new or update any existing assessments 

• ME is in the process of looking into a new Club Management system which is still 

ongoing but will feedback when we have more information – trialling club 

organiser 

• ME will be Liaising with Competition Secretary for any inconsistencies between IT 
systems we currently use – currently the systems don’t speak to each other 

 

Membership Update (Michael Edwards) 

• ME is also new in post as membership secretary…as of yesterday!  

• ME will be Undertaking a full audit and will be liaising with Squad Reps, Coaches, 

Academies and JD to ensure everyone is registered 

• ME is happy to support academies in the membership process 

• ME stated he is quite clear on no membership, no Insurance, no swimming policy 

• Online Membership will continue to be available via GAW Book 

ME stated that Preparation for Jan/Feb 2020 registration starts now 
 
 
 
 

5 Financial Report – Jason Douglas 
JD confirmed that funds are down due to squad numbers, resources are down £20k from 
last April, which can’t continue.  He expects this will change when new academy numbers 
pick up so although it’s not great now there’s lots of potential.  
 
JD stated that we must look at ways to bridge the gap in the next 5-6mths, from July to 
April in between our 2 galas we don’t have anything coming in.  We’ve introduced a 1day 
sprint gala in December.  Martin and Jason have helped with sponsoring coach’s kit but 
over the next 12mths we need to boost funds until the academy numbers build up - 
shortage of funds is simply due to shortage of members. 
 
Gillian Reid said she feels the letter that the council are handing out after their swimmers 
complete stage 7 doesn’t push the club enough and we should consider distributing our 
own flyers at the pools or displaying posters. 
 
PA feels that the Blaydon Academy is the most successful as we are very visible at that 
pool, his squad train straight after the academy group and alongside council lessons. 
 
Janet Robinson asked if we could have a full expenditure overhaul.  The school committee 
she is part of have just done a similar exercise.  JD said he didn’t feel that was necessary 



 
 

  

as we don’t really have anywhere to cut back, the pool hire costs is not up for negotiation.  
We did have an issue with not cancelling sessions when the pool time was not required 
but this has been rectified.  JD said we just need more members, we had 180 members 
but are down to 140 now.  JD feels we could do with more numbers in the top squads, 
which will happen naturally over time. 
 
JD asked if anyone used easy fundraising, there is a link on the website so we need to 
push it more.  
 
JD also said we will have to go back to fundraising, we agreed that all squad reps will 
contact their squads requesting volunteers for a fundraising team.  JB commented that 
each squad should take turns organising a fundraising event, cake sale etc… 
 
JD has also put an application in for a £10,000 lottery grant which we are waiting to hear 
back from, part of this would be used to fund new diving blocks 
 

6 AOB 
Lynn Templeman asked about new Kit and wondering if we could generate income from 
that.  Jeannette Speight confirmed we are in the process of sourcing a new supplier, there 
are a couple of different options available.  She has a meeting with one supplier next 
week. 
 
Gavin Goulden stated Saltwell harriers sell mugs every so often, could we look at selling 
merchandise? 
 
Janet Robinson asked if we could consider entering more teams at N&D teams next year if 
parents covered the cost, it was agreed that this is something we would definitely suggest 
to parents next year. 
 

7 New Committee Positions and Resolutions – Martin Connelly 
 
MC confirmed new committee positions for the next 12 months: 
 
As there were no applications/nominations all positions to remain unchanged.  No 
objections raised. 
 
MC confirmed that there were no resolutions raised for discussion by the membership. 
 

8 MC closed the meeting at 7:11pm 

  
Actions 
 
PA to create description of N&D, NER and Nationals competitions for the website 
JB to ask squad reps to get a message out to their squads for fundraising team then arrange a meeting 


